
NFA Filmmaker/ Actor Quiz 
True / False  I will pay good money to watch a half decent movie on a cross country  
   flight.           

True / False  I have seen my name in the credits.       

True / False  I seek out movies that are not advertised on tv.     

True / False  I watch/ read interviews with directors.      

True / False  I’m involved with short films on the semi-regular.     

True / False  I sometimes wonder what I’ll wear to the Oscars.     

True / False  I read screenplays.         

True / False  I re-watch certain movies to make sure I pick up the subtleties of the  
   acting, camerawork and/ or direction.      

True / False  I am concerned with backstory.       

True / False  I have strong opinions about available light.      

True / False  Movies may have saved my life.       

True / False  I consider on-demand movies one of mankind greatest achievements.  

True / False  I have been known to binge watch.       

True / False  I integrate quotes from my favorite movies into daily conversation.  

True / False  I study real life interactions and look out for motivation, tonality and body 
   language.          

True / False  I’m comfortable in front of, behind, and/ or near a camera.    

True / False  I get revved up by a good trailer.       

True / False  I dig film festivals.         



True / False  I have been known to go to movies on the day they are released.   

True / False  My Netflix queue is about a mile long.      

One point for TRUE.  
Zero points for FALSE. 
              

17- 20  Tell your friends to start calling you ‘Academy Award Winner.’ 
13-16  Making movies is your real deal. 
9-12  Keep moving towards the prize. 
4-8  Find movie friends who are doing things.  
0-3  Step it up. 
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